will be called the abstract canonical model of S; note that X depends only on the birational equivalence class of S. where R^c R^ is the subspace of ? (8, 0{mnK) ) generated by products ofm sections in H°(S,^(7zK)). Since R is finitely generated we have that R^ and R^ are again graded noetherian rings and RN^RM for ^Q
We define X^ProKR^),
X^ProKRM)
and call X^ the n-canonical image of S. It is well-known that X^ is isomorphic to X for n ^ i, the isomorphism X^X^ being induced by the inclusion R^ c R. The inclusion R^ c R induces a rational map 9, : X->Xô f the abstract canonical model into the ^-canonical image of S. The object of this paper is the detailed study of the rational map <p^. We may ask for instance whether <p^ is a morphism, or is birational, or is a homeomorphism or an isomorphism.
In order to explain the significance of these questions we recall the answer to the analogous problem for curves. Curves of (c general type 59 are exactly those for which the genus is p ^ 2; then X is isomorphic to G and X-^X 121 is an isomorphism if j^3, X-^X^ is an isomorphism if 72^3, while if p=2 then X^ is a projective line embedded in P 2^) as a conic. Moreover X-^X^3 is an isomorphism if and only if the curve C is not hyperelliptic. In the case of surfaces, it is known (Mumford [10] ) that X is a birational model of S and is a normal surface with a finite number of rational double points. A minimal desingularization of X exists and is an absolutely minimal model of S.
We have the following characterization of surfaces of general type. Let -PJS^dim.H^S.^mK))
be the m-th plurigenus of S; if m= i, we write pg{S) instead of Pi(S).
Theorem 1. -A minimal surface S is of general type if and only if
Theorem i is due to Kodaira [7] . We shall prove:
Main Theorem. -Let S be a surface of general type and let K 2 be the self-intersection of the canonical bundle of a minimal model of S.
We have (i) X-^X^ is an isomorphism for all surfaces S and 72^5;
(ii) X-X 143 is an isomorphism if K 2^2 ;
(iii) X-^X^3, ^3 is a birational map, except in the following cases: (iv) X-^X^3 is a birational map if
K^io, ^6
except if S A^j" ^ structure of a fiber space /:S->B ozw a non-singular curve B, w^A generic fiber a non-singular curve of genus 2.
Conversely., let S be a surface with the above structure f:S->S of fiber space and with

K^IO.J^^G; then X-^X^3 is generically a double covering and X 123 is a surface birationally equivalent to a rational or ruled surface,
Remark 1. -It is doubtful whether the exceptions in (iii) c) really occur. I can prove that they do not occur if n == 4, while if n -== 3 these surfaces should satisfy rather strong conditions. Remark 2. -The fact that if S has a pencil of curves of genus 2 then X-^X^3 is not birational has been remarked by Kodaira [8] . Part (iv) of our Main Theorem shows that, except for a finite number of algebraic families of surfaces, X-^X^3 is not birational if and only if S has a pencil of curves of genus 2. We shall also prove that the condition K^io in (iv) is best possible.
Results in this range of ideas are not new. The first systematic study of surfaces of general type, mainly in case of irregularity q == o, is due to Enriques [5] and surfaces with K 2 ==I, J^=2, K 2 =2, pg==3 were already encountered by him as pathological examples. The structure of the abstract canonical model was determined by Mumford [10] and the ^-canonical images X^3 have been studied from the birational point of view by Moisezon and Safarevic [15] ; from their results, it follows that there are only finitely many families of surfaces for which X-^X^3 is not a birational map. The 449 more important biregular point of view was considered by Kodaira [7] , [8] , obtaining in some cases the best possible results; he proved in particular that X-^X^3 is birational if yz^5 and ^===4, K 2^.
Refinements of Kodaira's results have been obtained in Bombieri [3] . Kodaira also points out very clearly how the problem can be attacked using the connectedness properties of pluricanonical divisors and the vanishing theorems.
Our techniques differ somewhat from those used previously. Using a strong vanishing theorem (Theorem A) due to Ramanujam [14] , we are able to use directly the connectedness properties of pluricanonical divisors, avoiding the cumbersome use of composition series of [7] and [3] . A few cases with small K 2 are dealt with directly.
I want to express here by indebtedness to several mathematicians who helped me during the preparation of this work; in particular, Artin and Mumford for discussions on isolated rational singularities of surfaces, Van de Ven for conversations on irregular surfaces of general type, Ramanujam for the vanishing theorems, and Deligne for several useful suggestions. I also wish to thank the Mathematics Institute of the University of Warwick and the Institut des Hautes fitudes Scientifiques for providing financial support and a stimulating atmosphere during the preparation of part of this paper.
The geometry of the map X-^X^.
We shall review here some fundamental properties of surfaces of general type and see how properties of the map X-^X^ correspond to properties of the ^-canonical bundle TzK.
Let S be a complete non-singular algebraic surface over an algebraically closed field k and let L be a line bundle on it, oSf being the associated invertible sheaf. A point x ofS (not necessarily a closed point) such that s{x) =o for every global section s of L is called a base point of the linear system | L | associated to H°(S, JSf). If nless all m^==o. Hence the curves E^ are numerically independent, and they form a finite set because, since E?<o, they must be isolated in their numerical equivalence class, while rankQ Num^S) < +00. 
A vanishing theorem.
In this section we prove a vanishing theorem for a cohomology group H^S,^), where S is a complete non-singular algebraic surface over an algebraically closed field of characteristic o, D is an effective divisor on S and J^i s its sheaf of ideals. I am indebted to Ramanujam [14] 
The conclusion of Theorem A is equivalent, in view of the exact sequence
to the statement that a(D) ==o. The basic result is Ramanujam's:
Lemma. -For every G we have
Proof (Ramanujam [14] , Lemma 6).
It is sufficient to prove that
for Ci^Cg^sGi. Since the ideal sheaf ^ (9^ of C^ in Cg is of square o, we have the exact sequence
by means of the truncated exponential. This gives the cohomology sequence
Since we are assuming char(A;)==o, H°(^) is a divisible group, so that the kernel of Pic(G2)-^Pic(Gi) is torsion-free. 
is an upper semicontinuous function of x and it follows that )^dim,H°^D,^) if x is the generic point of P N~1 . The generic fiber f^1^) is a divisor on S' == S®^k{x) and the exact sequence 
Connectedness of pluricanonical divisors.
Let S be a complete non-singular surface defined over an algebraically closed field k and let K be the canonical bundle of S. The two basic facts used in this section are:
;(i) For any divisor D on S, we have:
(ii) (Algebraic Index Theorem) the quadratic form on Num^S) given by the self-intersection is non-degenerate, indefinite, with only one positive eigenvalue.
In what follows, S will also be a minimal surface of general type. Proof (see also [7] ). 
1^=1, 77Z=3.
Now we shall study the connectedness of pluricanonical divisors after blowing up one or two points on S.
Let TT : S->S be the blowing up of S at a closed point x of S, x^€^ and let L=7T -1 (^) be the exceptional curve of the first kind on S. 
Then D is 1-connected except in the following cases:
Moreover if K. 2^^^, 772=2 and D=Di+D2, with D^Dg^o, then Moreover, in the exceptional cases, if D =D-^+D^ and DiDg ^ o, then one has the numerical equivalence classes of D^ and Dg; this additional information will be used later in dealing with surfaces with K^i or 2.
Normal canonical models.
Theorem 2. -Let S be a minimal surface of general type. Then (7724-i)K is spanned by its global sections if:
Remark 1. -Statements (i) and (ii), second half, are already proved in Kodaira [7] ; (ii), also in case K 2 ==23 ^==0, is proved in Bombieri [3] . Result (iii) seems to be new.
Corollary (see [7] ). -If m'^2 the m-th plurigenus P^ of S is given by p^^^.^K^^), and %(^)^i.
Proof of the Corollary. -Since S is of general type, TTzK has three algebraically independent sections if m^>o. Now Theorem B applies and we get
The result follows by duality and the Riemann-Roch theorem. Finally the inequality x(^) ^ I follows from classification of surfaces; see [7] for details. Another proof will be found in Section X of this work.
Proof of Theorem 2. -Let x be a closed point of S, x^S and let ^ denote its sheaf of ideals. The sheaf (9^{m-\-1) K)®e^ is the sheaf of germs of sections of (m+i)Kvanishing at x. We have the exact sequence
where e^ is a sheaf with support x and stalk k{x) at A:, and it is obvious that x will not be a 
In order to see which conditions give the existence of the divisor D, we may assume, by reductio ad absurdum^ that A: is a base point of | (m-\-i)K|, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Consider the case x^S. Since Q.E.D.
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Remark 2. -We have also proved that | 3K | has no fixed part in §, and that | 2K| has no fixed part in S if p ^ i. 
Moreover the map X^X^"^ z'j fln isomorphism if it is a homeomorphism and H l (S,(P{{m+I)^K)®^)=o
/or x^S, S ^ blowing up of S at x, L=n~l{x)^ and if
Proo/*. -The argument in the course of the proof of Theorem 2 giving the analogous criterion for (m+i)K. being spanned by its sections shows easily that X-^-X^4' 11 is a homeomorphism if the first three conditions of Lemma i o are verified. In order to verify the second part of Lemma 10 we proceed as follows.
We have a commutative diagram
Now let Z denote a fundamental cycle, let ^==^+I)K(Z), j&'=7r(Z) and let (A, m), (A', m') be the local rings of p, p'. Since (X, q^+i) is a normalization of X^^ and since 9^.^ is a homeomorphism we may identify A with a subring of A', A 7 is a finite A-module and This clearly implies that m^mA'+^T for every n and since m'/mA' is an Artinian ring we must also have that (m')" is o in m'/mA' for large n. Hence m' = mA' and A'^A+mA'.
If we define M=A'/A then M is a finite A-module and by the previous equation we have:
M=mA7A==mM.
By Nakayama's lemma, M==o and A=A'.
Finally, in order to show that (p^i is an isomorphism at TC(^), ^<?, we use the same argument together with the isomorphism H°( §, J^/J^) ^m7(m') 2 . This is in fact clear, because TC is an isomorphism at ^, and S->S is the blowing up of S at ^. Q..E.D. 
Proof. -The method of proof of Theorem 2 shows that the five conditions of Lemma 10 are satisfied if we can find D numerically i-connected with D^o such that respectively Now we turn to the question of projectively normal models. We have:
Proof. -Let t ^ i be such that ^K is spanned by its sections, and let C be an irreducible non-singular curve in |/'K|. We denote by SQ a non-trivial section of ^K vanishing on C. The exact sequence
where R^==H°(S, ^(mK)) and where A is any subspace of R^ such that ^R^=rcA. Now there is a section^e r,R,c=H°(G,^Kc)) with only simple zeros; let X be the divisor of zeros of a^. We have the exact sequence o -> ^((^-^)Kc) ^> ^c(^Kc) ^ ^x -> o and we deduce that rcR,C(T,H°(G,^(^^)Kc))+B where B is any subspace of H°(C, ^c(wKc)) such that r^H^C, (Pc{mK^)==r^'K. Now consider the exact sequence:
If deg(^-2^)Kc>2j&(G)-2 we have ?(0, ^((m-2^)Kc))==o and thus
Now since we are assuming that /K is spanned by its sections, we can find another section
and we may take B= ^H^G, ^((w-/')Kc)).
The exact sequence
gives rcR^=H°(C,6c((77z-^Kc)) provided B l {S,0{{m-2^K))^o, which is the case if m-2/' + o, i. Hence ^ R^ c ^ ^ R^ _ ^ + ^ re R^ _ ^; therefore if ^, s^ are sections of^K whose restriction to G is CT^, erg, we see that
The conditions we have made are:
We conclude with the following statement:
Lemma. -If^K is spanned by its sections and if m ^ ^ + 2 we have:
R^=R^R^_^. We have DiDg -C^-^DiL) (D2L)--(DiM) (DgM) and clearly D^L+D2L=2, D^M+DgM^.
Hence D^D^C^C^-2 and we have equality only if D,L==D,M=i. By the theorem of Bertini we may assume, by further restricting U, that G is non-singular of genus 2. Thus we have found an algebraic pencil {G} on the surface S. Conversely, let {G} be a pencil of curves of genus 2 on S and let B denote the parametrizing curve of the pencil. The pencil {G} can be viewed as a relative effective Gartier divisor V^SxB over B, and the fibers of the morphism y:S->B over the closed points ofB are the curves of the pencil. Let C^=f~l{x) be the fiber of f over the point x of B, and, for x a closed point of B, let
=^,®(P([CU)
be the normal sheaf of G^ in S (if Cg is non-singular, then ^; is the sheaf of germs of sections of the normal bundle of Gg in S).
Since dim^H^G^,./^ ) ^ I ^o r every closed point xofB (this follows from Mumford [n] , lecture 22), we obtain that if Cg is non-singular then its normal bundle in S is trivial, therefore the canonical bundle k^ of Gp is given bŷ =K^. 
and since K 2^ 10 by hypothesis, the argument given in the proof of Lemma i shows that there is equality only if KD^ ^ 2.
On the other hand, summing the two inequalities and using
we see that ifD is not i-connected then equality must hold. We deduce that KD^ 2 and K^K^Di+Da+G+C') ^ 8, a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
Remark. -The conditions given in Theorem 5 cannot be weakened too much. For if B, B' are non-singular curves of genus 2 then S == B x B' is a minimal surface of general type with pg ==4, K 2 = 8 and the 2-canonical map Og^ ls a covering of degree 4 of a quadric, rather than being of degree 2.
We end this section with the following In order to compute /(^g) we use the signature formula for a cyclic covering which gives
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K|-W §)=T(S) =2T(E,)-^(A 2 )
=-^)=-48, from which it follows that X(^s)=7-It is clear that A is the only exceptional curve of S, therefore a minimal model S of S has K| == 9, ^g) ==7. By a result which will be proved later (Theorem 9 of Section X) we have pg{S) ^6, therefore ^(^g)=7 implies
MS)=p,(S)==6
and S is a regular surface. Now Q.E.D.
Birational maps, continued.
The arguments of the previous section fail to show that X-^X^ is birational in all cases with K. 2 Remark. -We shall prove in Sections X and XI of this paper that if K 2 = 2, pg==2, then <7==o and S has no torsion.
Proof. -Let x, y^^ be two distinct closed points of S and let TT: S->S denote the blowing up of S at x,jy. Let also L, M be the exceptional lines of the first kind on S. Using Lemma 10 we have that ^^{x) ^^SK'OO ^ill follow from 
Clearly this implies that H^S.J^^Mj^^o if S has irregularity ?=o$ we shall prove that if g== i the intersection is o provided a certain condition on D is satisfied.
Since ^ is a simple point of D, there is a unique irreducible component F of D with ^eF, and F has multiplicity one in D. We shall denote by [L: C->r a normalization of r and the point p" 1^) on C will be again indicated with ^, since no confusion should arise in the next argument.
Since q=i by hypothesis, there is a surjective morphism S-^E ofS onto an elliptic curve E=Alb(S); composing this map with the inclusion of F in S we get a morphism 9 : C-^E which is surjective unless ^'H. 
dim^H°(S, (P^(P{[M]))==i except possibly if T is a rational curve.
Proof. -We follow Ramanujam's proof ( [14] , Lemma 3) of a similar result. Since D is i-connected and F is not a rational curve we have that
consists only of constants. Now let a be a non-zero section in
ker{H°( §, ^®^([M]))^H°(S, ^^(IXI))}-
There is a maximal divisor D^ such that a goes to zero in H°(S, 0^ ®^([M])) and o<Di<D. Writing D==Di+Dg one checks two exact sequences of sheaves
where y is a sheaf with o-dimensional support; the exactness of these sequences depends on the fact that D^ is maximal. Taking Chern classes we get whence^®^( 
i+M-D ~~ I+M-DI' i-Da
and S has no torsion.
Then X^X^ and X-^X^ are birational maps.
Remark. -We shall prove in Sections X and XI of this paper that if K 2 == i and p-i then q = o and S has no torsion.
Proof. -Since pg>o, it is sufficient to prove that X-^X^ is birational. We have to prove that there is a Zariski open set U on S such that one may separate points ofU using sections of3K. Since pg== i, there is one canonical curve F, therefore |2K|+rc=|3K|.
We take UcS-<^ and A:,J^<^, x-^y such that ^KW^^K^)-Then every section of 2K vanishing at x vanishes also at y and we get dim H°(S, ^(2K)®J^®J^) = P^-1 =2.
It follows from this that there exists a non-singular curve Ge|2K| with x+^eG. Remark. -We shall prove in Section XI that if q==o the torsion group of S is either (o) or Zg.
Proof.
a) The torsion case. -The proof of Theorem 6 shows that the result follows unless if for x, y such that ^{x) ==^{y), letting S be the blowing up of S at A: andj^ and L, M the corresponding exceptional lines, we have: is surjective. Hence 03K|c coincides with Og^ and is not birational. Therefore, since C has genus 3, the linear system | 3K.c | is composed of the hyperelliptic pencil | h^ |. Hence 3Kc==3Ac.
Since pg=== i, K^ has a non-zero section s and we obtain We deduce the exact sequence of sheaves
o-^ffl{[X]-K)^(!){[X]+[F]-K)^->o
and a cohomology sequence
By duality, this implies that
and since H^S, fl?(2K))==o, the fundamental cycle X must be a fixed part of |2K|. This contradicts Theorem 2, Remark 2, and proves Theorem 8 in case the torsion group is Z^.
b) The irregular case. -Now we assume that <7==i, hence X(^)=i and P^ =3. PS =7-Let E==Pic°(S) and let L^ ueE be a Poincar^ family of bundles such that LQ is a trivial bundle. We have:
LM+L^=L^^.f or ^ yeE, where %+y is the sum on the elliptic curve E. We define K^=K+Ly and the Riemann-Roch theorem gives dim,H°(S, 6?(KJ)= i +^?(8, fi?(KJ) for z/+o. We cannot have dim^H°(S, ^(KJ)=2, otherwise if^i, ^ wer e linearly independent sections of Ky, j^, j^g, ^ would be linearly independent sections of 2K^. Now the Riemann-Roch theorem and Theorem B give easily dim,H°(S^(2KJ)=3 and we would get that sections of 2K^ would be products of sections of K^. This is clearly impossible, because 2K^==K^+K^_^ for every veE and since K, has a section for every v we readily get a contradiction. Thus we have proved There is a surjective morphism p : S->E with fiber F^. This is impossible, because since X is made up of rational curves, we have that p(X) is a point, therefore F^X==o, a contradiction. Now assume that $3^ is not a birational map. Then the sections of gK do not separate points on S; since C,+C,+C,e|3K|
if u+v+w==o, we deduce that if ^W^^KC^) anc ! xe^, then yeG^ and the restriction ^KJCu cannot be a rational map.
If C^ is non-singular, as in the torsion case we obtain that the restriction homomorphism^ :
is surjective. Since G^ has genus 3 and ^s^Cu = ^sKc ls not birational, we find that Cî s hyperelliptic and, exactly as in the torsion case, that Proof. -Let F be the parameter curve of an algebraic system of dimension i of elliptic curves {EJ, zeF, on S. Let S be the graph in FxS of the correspondencê l->Eg. If S is a desingularization of S, it is easily seen that the general curve -^xE4 We blow up S at p and obtain a surface S, with an exceptional line L. We denote by C the proper transform ofCy; clearly G is non-singular of genus 2.
/^/ If TT:S->S is the contraction of L we have
We also know that Og^ | c is not a birational map and afortiori we obtain that O^/gR -K^) | S is not birational for every yeE. We have the exact sequence of sheaves on S: 
Irregular surfaces of general type.
In this section we study irregular surfaces of general type and prove that their genus is small.
We begin with an upper bound for the geometric genuŝ dim^S^), first obtained by Noether (see for example [5] ). all components have multiplicity i in the fiber (see Ogg [13] , who has classified the possible special fibers in a pencil of curves of genus 2). Let us denote by F^ a special fiber of the pencil with v rational components and let m^ be the number of such fibers. Computing the Euler-Poincare characteristics (coefficients in Q^or Q^) we obtain (see for instance [15] , Chapter IV, Theorem 6)
because (see [15] , Chapter IV, Lemma 4 and its proof) : Hence F is a rational curve and S is birationally equivalent to a ruled surface. Finally, since the group Z^ acts freely on S it is immediate that S= §/Z^ has again an irrational pencil /: S^B/Z, with rational fibers.
Q.E.D.
Remark. -A closer analysis of this proof shows that a minimal surface S haŝ [S] <o if and only if S is a P^bundle over a non-singular curve of genus p ^ 2.
ii« The torsion group. Then X-^X^3 is a birational map.
Proof.-We have P2==4, P3==io and the 3-canonical model X 133 is embedded in P 9^) but not in a projective space of lower dimension. Since |3K| has no base points, the degree of the surface X^ must be a divisor of (gK^^sy, therefore if Og^S-^X^ is not a birational map we must have degX^-9.
We shall prove that in this case X 133 is a projective plane P 2^) embedded in P 9^) by means of the sections of the sheaf <Pp«(3). X^ cannot contain a i-dimensional algebraic system of lines. Otherwise, if A were such a line, L == O^GA) would be a divisor on S with gKL == 3, hence KL == i. Since K 2 = 3, the Algebraic Index Theorem gives L 2 ^ -i and there would be only a finite number of divisors L.
Now we consider general projections
X^V^Vs-^...-â s follows. V^ is a surface of degree h in P^(A;) without an algebraic system of lines, and V^_^ is a general projection of V^ into P^" 1^) , from a general simple point of V^.
We end up with a cubic surface VgCP 3^) with 6 exceptional curves of the first kind on it, in general position. Hence V^ is a non-singular cubic surface and Vg is also non-singular. Clearly, since the mapping V^->V^_i blows up the point of projection but does not contract anything, we have Q.E.D.
Conclusions, comments and problems.
In order to prove our Main Theorem, we note that: statements (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 3; statement (iii) follows from Theorems 4, 6, 7, 8, n, 12, 14 Corollary, 15 and 16 and the analysis of the cases K 2 == i, pg=2 and K 2 == 2, pg==3 in Kodaira [8] ;
using Theorems 10 and n, this can be obtained also from Enriques [5] . Finally statement (iv) follows from Theorem 5. is a birational map for these surfaces. We note also that the analysis in Enriques [5] of surfaces with K^i or 2, pg==o is oversimplified. Enriques 5 statement that |3K| has no base points if K 2^! , pg==o is not correct, counterexamples being known (I can show that this is related to the torsion of the surface S), and his treatment of surfaces with K.^2, pg==o holds only if the 2-canonical system |2K| has no fixed parts. It would be interesting to elucidate the structure of surfaces with K 2 =I, pg==o.
Examples constructed by Godeaux (see [3] for a modern treatment) have Zg as torsion group. I can show that the order of the torsion group is always ^ 5, and the question is whether there are surfaces with K 2^! , pg^o other than the Godeaux surfaces.
( 1 ) Our proof is too long to be inserted here; we hope to return to this argument in another paper.
Concerning surfaces with K 2 =2, pg == o, the only examples I know of are those of Godeaux with torsion group Zg and a double plane of Gampedelli [4] ; it is not clear what the torsion group of Gampedelli's surface is.
From (iii) of our Main Theorem^ we see that there are finitely many algebraic families of surfaces S for which Og^ ls not birational, but S does not contain a pencil of curves of genus 2; it would be of interest to have other examples of these surfaces, beyond those given here.
We have proved that X^3 is always a normal model of S, and Kodaira [8] has proved that X^ is a projectively normal model of S. It is still an open question whether X^ is a projectively normal model.
Other interesting problems about surfaces of general type are the problem of the structure of the canonical map X-^X^ and the problem of inequalities between K 2 and %(^). From Theorem 9 we havê^E^+ s and this is best possible; it is conjectured that
but this remains unsolved (see Van de Ven [16] for results in this direction).
